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Introduction. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let W = {P,} be a set 
of prime ideals of R. Let I = n {Pa} and let P be a prime minimal over 1. This paper 
investigates the relationship between P and the set (P,>. The main conclusion is as 
follows: let x1, . . . . xk be indeterminates and let Q be a prime of R [x1, . . . . xk] with 
Q f7 R = l? Iffi, . . . . fn are elements of Q while g1 , . . . . gm are elements of 
R[xl , . ..&I--Q then there is aPcy E Wand a prime Qa of R[q, . . ..xk] with 
Q, n R = Pal such that Q, contains all of fi , . . . . fn but none of gl , . . . . gm. 
As an application we give a new proof that if T is a finitely presented ring exten- 
sion of R and if R C T satisfies going down then the spec map from spec T to spec R 
is open. The schematic version of this theorem is due to Grothendieck. 
Notation. In what follows, R is a commutative ring with I, W = (P,> is a fixed set of 
prime ideals of R, I = n {P, E W}, and P is a prime minimal over I. 
If we suppose (as in [4]) that every ideal of R has only finitely many primes min- 
imal over it, then it is easy to show that P is itself an intersection of some of the Pa. 
However in general, P need not even be contained in any of the PLIl. Let R be the ring 
of continuous functions on the real line. For a real number cy, let P,.be the maximal 
ideal of all continuous functions which vanish at cy. Let 4 = n {P&x > 0). By con- 
tinuity, I C PO, and we may find a prime P C PO with P minimal over I. By [ 2,2.11] 
P is not contained in any PQ1 for ar > 0. 
Lemma I. For any a E P there is a Pal E W with a E Pa. 
Proof. Since P consists of zero divisors modulo I [3, Theorem 841, there is a b $1 
with ab E I. Since b f# I = n Pa, there is a PLY E W with b e Pa. Thus ab E I C Pal im- 
plies that a E Pa. 
Remark. It is now clear that the P mentioned in the above example is non-maximal 
since the identity function is in PO but not Pa, LY > 0. 
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Lemma 2. For any {aI, . . . . a,)CP, thereisaP,E Wwith (al,...,a,)CP,. 
Proof. Let x be an indeterminate. Clearly IR [x] = n Pa R [x] and PR [x] is minimal 
over IR [xl. Since an xn + . . . +alxEPR[x],byLemmal,thereisaP,EWwith 
anxn+...+alxEP,R[x].Thus (ar,.-,a,,)CP,. 
Lemma 3. Suppose that Pcontains all of al, . . . . a, but none of b,, . . . . b,. Then 
thereisaP,E Wwhichcontainsallofal,...,an butnoneofbl,...,b,. 
Proof. Let b = blbz, . . . . b, 4 P. Clearly it will suffice to produce a Pa E W contain- 
ing alI of al, a2, . . . . a, but excluding h. Let WI = (Pa E WI Pa does not contain all 
ofal, l ... a,). Let W2 = {P, E WIP, contains al, . . . . a, and also contains b). Let 
W3 = {P, E WIP, contains al, . . . . an but excludes b). We must show that W3 # 0. 
Suppose that W3 = 8. Then W = WI U W2 and letting11 = n {Pa E WI } and 
I2 = n (P, E WZ, we have I = I1 n 12. Therefore either I1 C P or I2 C P. On the 
other hand, both of these are impossible. If Jr C P then P is minimal over I,, since 
clearly I C I,, and by Lemma 2 there would be a Pa E WI containing all of 
aI , . . . . a,, contradicting the definition of WI. If 12 C P then b E n {P, E W2} = 
12 C P, again a contradiction. Therefore W, # @and we are done. 
Notation. With P prime in R and x an indeterminate, we will let P* denote PR [xl. 
Also a prime Q of R [x] with Q n R = P but Q #P* will be called an upper to P 
Lemma 3 says that two finite sets of elements of R which can be “separated” by 
P, can be “separated” by some Pa E W. We now extend this to show that two finite 
sets in R [x] which can be “separated” by some upper to P, can be “separated” by 
some upper to some Pa E W. Then we will inductively generalize this to finitely 
many inde termina tes. 
Proposition 1. Let Q be an upper to P in R[xj and let fi (x), . . . . fn (x) be elements 
of Q, while g1 (x), . . . . g,,, (x) are elements outside of Q. There exists a Pcy E W and 
an upper Qa to Pa in R [x] such that Q, contains all of fi (x), . . . . fn (x) but none of 
81 (x)9 l *-9 gm Ix). 
Roof. Lettingg(x) = gl (x), . . . . gm (x), it is enough to produce Qa containing 
fl IX), *=*v fn (X) but not g(x). 
Suppose that Fp is the quotient field of R/P. By [3, Section l-S] there is a manic 
irreducible non-constant polynomial y(x) E Fp[x] such that Q = u(x) E R [x] I Y(X) 
dividesf(x) in Fp[x] } where the bar denotes “mod P". Select s E R-P such that 
TT(x) E (R/P)[x] and let h(x) E R [x] be a non-constant polynomial with leading 
coefficient s such that h(x) = Ty(x). For i = 1,2 , . . . . n, since fi(x) E Q we have 6(x) 
divides&) in Fp[x] and it is straightforward toverify that this means that there is 
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a fi E R-P and polynomials ki(x) E R [x] and pi(x) E P* such that 
0 i tifi(X)=h(X)ki(X)+pi(x), i= 1,2, . . ..n. 
Now g(x) 4 Q means that g(x) and h(x) are relatively prime in E’p [xl, and so it 
is easily seen that there are elements u and u in R-P and polynomials c(x) and 
d(x) in R [x] and p’(x) in P* such that 
0 ii u h(x)c(x) +ug(x)d(x) = uu +p’(x). 
Considering (i) and (ii), we have all of s, u, u and ti, i = 1,2, . . . . n outside of P 
while all the coefficients of p’(x) and pi(X), i = 1,2, . . . . n are in P. By Lemma 3 
there is a Pa E W containing all coefficients of p’(x) and pi(X), i = 1,2, . . . . n, but 
none of S, U, u or ti, i = 1,2, . . . . n. 
Let “ -” denote “modulo Pa". Since the leading coefficient of h(x) is s, and 
s^ # 0, i(x) is a non-constant polynomial in Fp [x] with Fp the quotient field of 
R/Pa. Let p(x) be a manic irreducible factor o? h(x) in Fp&lx] . Also let Qa = 
{f(x) E R [x] I p(x) divides f(x) in !!$a [xl}. Qa is then an upper to Pa. From (i) we 
have iifi(X) = h(X) fii(X) + pi(X) = h(X)ki(X) since pi(X) = 0. Because ii # 0, h (X) 
divides f;:(x) in Fpa [xl, and so p(x) divides A(x) in Fpa [xl, showing that h(x) E Q, 
for i= 1,2, . . . . II. From (ii) we have ii h(x)E(x) + tig(x)a(x) = till since p’(x) = 0. 
Since i;l # 0 # 0, this shows that h(x) and g(x) are relatively prime in Fp,, [x] ,as 
thus are g(x) and p(x). Therefore $ Q,. 
Theorem 1 below will extend Proposition 1 to finitely many indeterminates. 
Corollary 1 will set the (inductive) stage for this in the following way: our initial 
consideration was of a prime P minimal over an intersection of primes {Pa>. Corol- 
lary 1 shows that any upper to P is itself minimal over an intersection of some up- 
pers of some of the Pa's. 
Corollary 1. If Q is an upper to P in R [x] the/i! there exists a set U, each member 
of which is an upper Q’ to some Pa E W, such that Q is minimal over n (Q’ E U). 
Proof. As in the last proof, let y(x) be manic irreducible in Fp[x] such that Q = 
If(x) ER[x] I y(x) divides?(x) in Fp[x] ). Select s E R-P such that Sy(x) E (R/P)[x 
and h(x) E R [x] such that h(x) = Sy(x). Let U := {Q’ prime in R [x] I Q' is an upper 
to some rl, in W and h(x) E (2’). Let g(x) by any element in R [x] -Q. By Proposi- 
tion 1 applied to h(x) E Q and g(x) $ Q,, there is a Q’ E U with g(x) 4 Q’. Thus 
g(x) 4 n {Q’ E U) and so n {Q’ E U} C Q. We in fact claim that Q is minimal over 
n {Q’ E U}. L;It Ql be prime in R[x] with n {Q’ E U} C Q1 C Q. Let PI = Qa nRf 
Thus PI C Q (I R = P. Since for each Pa E W, I CI PG, clearly for each Q’ E U we have 
I C Q’ SO that I C Tr {Q’ E CJ} C Ql. Thus I C Ql n R = P, C P. However P is min- 
imal over I, showing that P, = P. Thus Ql and Q are both primes of R [x] which 
meet R at 1”, and Q1 C Q. Therefore either Q1 = PM: or Ql = Q [3, Section l-5 1. 
However by construction, each Q’ E U contains h (x j and so h (x) E n {Q’ E U } 
C Q1 l Since h(x) = Sy(x) # 0, h(x) 4 P* and so Ql = Q, showing that Q is minimal 
over n {Q’ E U}. 
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Corollary 2. Let+ . . . . xk be indeteminates. Let Q be a prime of R \q , . . . . xk] 
such that Q n R = P. T?ien there exists a set U, each member of which is a prime of 
R[xl, l ..9 xk] which intersects R at some Pa: E W, such that Q is minimal over n U. 
IProof.F~rk=l,QmusteitherbePR[x~] oranuppertoPinR[xl].IfQ=PR[xl] 
then U = {P$ [x 1 ] I Pa f W) clearly works. If Q is an upper to P, then U is given 
by the last corollary. The case of k variables now follows by an easy induction. 
Theoreml.LetQbeprimeinR[x1,...,xk] withQnR=P. Letfi,...,fn beele- 
ments of Qand letgl, . . ..g.,, be elements of R [xl, . . ..xk]-Q. Then there is a 
Pole WandaprimeQaofR[xl,..., xk] with Qo, n R = Pcy, and Qcu contains all of 
fl , . . . . fn but none of gl, . . . . gm. 
Proof. By Corollary 2 there is a set, U, of primes of R [xl, . . . . xk] each member of 
which intersects R at some Pa E W, such that Q is minimal over n U. Lemma 3 ap- 
plied to Q and n Ushows that some prime in Ucontains all of fi, . . . . fn but none 
ofg1 9 l **9 gn l 
Corollary 3. With the hypotheses as in Theorem 1, if we also have that P & W, then 
in falct infinitely many PoL E W satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 1. 
Remark. Letting k = 0 so that R [x1, . . . . xk] = R and the Q and Q, of Theorem 1 
are just P and Pa, we see that if P 4 W then the conclusion of Lemma 3 holds for 
infinitely many Pal E W. 
Proof. Suppose not. Let WI = {P,, , . . . . Par} be all of the Pa E W satisfying 
Theorem 1; that is for which there exists a Qa C R [xl, l ... XJ such that 
lzQl Tr R = Pal and Qa contains fi , s--g fn but none of 81, l ... g,.,, . Let W2 = W--W1 3 
4 =b?‘tll, and12= n W2. Thus I = 11 n I,, and so either 1, C P or 12 C P. We will 
show that both of these are impossible. If I1 C P then since I, = n WI = 
Pat fi . . . n P+ we have Pa. C P for some j = 1, . . . . r. Therefore I C Pa,. C P and 
since P is minimal over I, # = Paj E W, a contradiction. On the other hand, if 12 = 
n W2 C P then since clearly I C I,, P is minimal over I,, and Theorem 1 says that 
there is a Pa E Wz satisfying Theorem 1. This contradicts the construction of WI 
and W2. 
The following is proved for schemes in [ 1 9 Cor. I. I O.4]. 
Theorem 2. Let R C T be rings with T finitely presented as a ring over R. IjX C T 
has going down, then the spec map from spec (T) to spec(R) is open. 
oof. Let t E T. It is enough to show that the image in spec(R) of 
{Q’ E spec(T)lt 4 Q’} is open. We will show that the complement in spec(R) of that 
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image is closed. That is, we will show that W = {S, E spec(R)l for all Q’ E spec(l”) 
with Q’ n R = Pa, t E Q’} is closed. Let I = n {Pa E IV). Our task is to show that 
I C PO implies PO E W for PO prime in R. 
Let us suppose that it is true that if P is a prime minimal over I then P E W (as 
we will soon show to be the case). Consider a prime PO containing I, and let P be 
minimal over I with P C PO. If Qb f spec (7”’ with Qb n R = PO, then by going 
down, there is a Q’ E spec(7’) with Q’ C Qb and Q’ n R = P. Since we are supposing 
that P E W, we have t E Q’ and so t E Qb. Thus PO E W for all PO con taming I. 
It only remains to show that if P is minimal over I, then P E W. Since T is finite- 
ly presented over R, we may identify T with R [x1, . . . . xk]/K for indeterminates 
X1 , . . . . xk and a finitely generated i eal K. We thus identify t E T with g + K for 
somegER[xl, . . . . xk]. It is straightforward to verify that the set W can now be de- 
scribed as IV= (Pa E spec(R)/ if Q’ is prime in R [xl, . . . . xk 1 and Q’ n R = Pa and 
K C Q’, then g E Q’}. 
Let P be minimal over I. Let Q be prime in R [xl, . . . . xk] with Q f7 R = P and Q 
contains K. To show that P E W we must show that Q also contains g. Suppose not. 
Since K is finitely generated, say by fI , . . . . fn, we have Q contains fi , . . . . fn but not 
g. By Theorem 1, there is a Pcy E W and a Qa CR [x1, . . . . xk] with Qa containing 
fl 9 l *=3 fn but not g. Thus Qol contains K but not g. This contradicts that Pa E W. 
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